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Abstract 

 

Most word formation (WF) theories assume that derivatives tend in general 

towards canonicity, that is one-to-one correspondence between form and 

meaning and thus full morpho-semantic transparency. However, form-

meaning mismatches actually have a widespread coverage, both in terms of 

languages and WF rules. These mainly fall into two types of discrepancy: 

over-marking and under-marking. In this paper we propose a classification 

of these deviations with a distinction between a derivational level and a 

lexical one. We illustrate this classification with examples from French and 

other languages: English, Italian and Dutch. Then, we sketch a unified 

analysis of these deviations, within a word-based framework. We propose to 

analyse the relative importance of canonicity and discrepancies in WF from 

the perspective of the interaction between the speaker and the hearer. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

In this paper, we focus on what may be called “deviant word formation”, 

that is Word Formation (WF) departing from the canonical one-to-one 
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correspondence between form and meaning, and thus moving away from 

morpho-semantic transparency. We will show that form-meaning 

mismatches have a widespread coverage, both in terms of languages and 

word formation rules (WFR). Despite an apparent heterogeneity, cases of 

form-meaning discrepancy can be given a consistent explanation and a 

unified analysis. Our interest in this type of discrepancy arises from the 

description of two French derivations, the prefixation in anti- (Hathout 

2011) and the suffixation in -aliser (Namer 2013) illustrated in (1a) and 

(1b). The meaning of the derivative in (1a) is ‘against parliament’ while the 

literal interpretation of its form is ‘against parliamentarians’. Similarly, in 

(1b) instrumentaliser means ‘make something become an instrument’ while 

its form leads to the interpretation ‘make something become instrumental’. 

 

(1) a. Fr: parlementN →  antiparlementaireA 

  ‘parliament’ ‘ against parliament’ 

b. Fr: instrumentN → instrumentaliserV 

 ‘instrument’           ‘make something become an instrument’ 

 

 Both descriptions have been performed on fairly large corpora of 

derivatives: 3000 for anti- and 700 for -aliser. These derivatives come from 

various sources: the French dictionary Trésor de la Langue Française; text 

corpora such as newspapers and corpora collected on the Web; direct 

interrogation of Web search engines. 

We were puzzled in both studies by the sheer number of non-

canonical derivatives. These mainly fall into two types of discrepancy: over-

marking and under-marking. In this paper we propose a tentative 

classification of these deviations with a distinction between a derivational 

level and a lexical one. We illustrate this classification with examples from 

French and other languages: English, Italian and Dutch. In the third part of 

the paper, we sketch a unified analysis of these deviations, within a word-
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based framework. 

 

 

1. Morphological discrepancies between meaning and form 

 

The existence and nature of a mismatch between form and meaning in some 

derivation depends strongly on the theoretical framework of WF used for its 

analysis. In the word-based framework adopted in this paper, morphology is 

relational. Derivatives are connected with their bases by relations on three 

levels: formal, categorical and semantic. Some of the discrepancies we 

present hereafter have received specific analyses in morpheme-based WF 

frameworks. The word-based framework used in this study allows us to 

propose a unified explanation for the broad range of form-meaning 

mismatch types we are interested in. This section presents these types, 

which can be defined in terms of a multi-dimensional distance from a 

standard: canonicity. 

Corbett (2010) among others has addressed the issue of canonicity in 

derivational morphology. For a derivation to be canonical there must be a 

regular one-to-one correspondence between the elements of form and the 

elements of meaning in the derived word. In practice, we only consider the 

changes associated with the derivation; the meaning and the form of the 

base can be seen as elementary. Canonicity can be illustrated by the 

example in (2) where two parts can be identified in the form of singer, each 

of them being in a regular correspondence with one meaning element. 

 

(2) form:  sing → sing er 

meaning: ‘sing’ → ‘sing’ ‘person who Vs’ 
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In (2), the phonological sequence corresponding to er matches a meaning 

element which can be glossed as ‘person who Vs’. Actually, a general 

principle of derivational morphology is that derivation is semantically 

incremental: the meaning of a derived word is always defined with respect 

to the entire meaning of its base. This simply follows from the fact that the 

base is involved in the process as an “integral” word. 

Deviation with respect to canonical derivation may be looked at 

from two points of view: the derivations and the lexicon. We will 

distinguish the two levels and will say that a deviation is derivational when 

it is considered at the level of a single derivation and that it is lexical when 

it is considered at the level of the entire lexicon. Therefore, derivational 

deviations are local and concern individual base-derivative relations, 

whereas lexical deviations are global and involve sets of derivations. 

 

1.1 Form-meaning discrepancy from the point of view of derivations 

 

Derivative-base relations fall into four types with respect to the meaning-

form correspondences. The first is canonicity when the meaning elements 

perfectly match all the form elements and only them as illustrated by (2). 

The three other types are deviant with respect to derivational canonicity. 

  

The first is derivational over-marking where some parts of the form do not 

correlate with any element of the meaning. More precisely, the derivative 

(D) is over-marked with respect to the base (B) if some formal elements do 

not correlate with any meaning element. In this case, there is a one-to-many 

correspondence between the meaning elements and the formal marks. An 

example of over-marking is given in (3) where the formal element -in- adds 

no contribution to the meaning of paginate. This phenomenon is known as 

“empty morpheme” in classical WF theories, (see, e.g. Beard 1995). In 

Section 3, we show how word-based frameworks enable us to do without 
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such a device. 

 

(3) En: pageN → paginateV 

 

The second type is derivational under-marking where some meaning 

elements are not formally marked as in the converted verb salt in (4). The 

meaning contribution of the conversion (‘add X to’) has no formal 

counterpart in the form of the verb. In an under-marked derivation, there is a 

many-to-one correspondence between the meaning elements and the formal 

marks. We will see that we do not need the “zero-morpheme” device to 

account for this phenomenon. 

 

(4) En: saltN → saltV 

 

The third type is simultaneous over- and under-marking, as in (5): on the 

one hand the meaning elements marked by -ism in B have no formal 

counterpart in the form of D; on the other hand, the sequence -ist- in 

pessimistic is an extra mark with no contribution to the meaning of the 

derivative. More specifically, D is over- and under-marked with respect to B 

if there is a many-to-many correspondence between the meaning and form 

elements of B and D. 

 

(5) En: pessimismN → pessimisticA 

 

1.2 Form-meaning discrepancy at the lexicon level 

 

Deviation from one-to-one correspondence may also be observed from a 

lexical point of view focussing on in relations between bases and derivatives 

instead of correspondences between meaning and form elements. More 

specifically, canonicity and deviation from canonicity can be extended to 
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sets of derivations obtained by the same WF operation. These sets fall into 

four types. These are similar to the ones we have just proposed for the 

meaning-form correspondences at the derivational level. The first type is 

lexical canonicity which corresponds to the cases where one derivation 

connects one base with one derivative as in (2). The three other types 

correspond to cases of lexical deviations where multiple derivations 

connect a given base with more than one derivative, a given derivative with 

more than one base or several bases with several derivatives. 

 

The first of them is lexical over-marking. It can be defined as follows: a set 

of derivations is lexically over-marked if they connect one B with several 

words D1, …, Dn, all derived from B by the same operation but have distinct 

forms. This one-to-many correspondence is a kind of derivational over-

abundance (Thornton to appear). Lexical over-marking may be illustrated 

by (6) where the adjectives idealist and idealistic derive from the same base 

ideal and are synonyms. 

 

(6) En: idealN → idealistA 

  idealN → idealisticA 

 

This example shows that lexical deviation is directly related to 

derivational deviation: idealistic is an over-marked derivative. Actually, 

derivational and lexical deviations grasp the same phenomenon. The only 

difference between the two is that the former deals with the phenomenon at 

the word level while the latter considers it at the level of the entire lexicon. 

This will be made clearer in the remainder of the paper. More generally, it is 

impossible to have more than one canonical derivative obtained by the same 

operation from one base or to have one derivative canonically derived from 

more than one base via the same operation. 
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The second type of lexical deviation is lexical under-marking when more 

than one base are connected with a derived word by the same operation as 

localize in (7) which has three possible bases. Note that the meaning of 

localize varies according to the chosen base: ‘make X become local’ for the 

first, ‘limit or confine X to a locality’ for the second and ‘identify the 

location of X’ for the third. Lexical under-marking characterizes a many-to-

one base-derivative correspondence. 

 

(7) En: localA  ↘  

  localityN → localizeV 

  locationN ↗ 

 

The third type of lexical deviation corresponds to the cases of many-to-

many correspondences, namely sets of derivations between more than one 

base and more than one derivative. This type is illustrated in Section 2.2.3. 

 

 

2. Derivation and lexicon: two independent levels for the description of 

morphological discrepancy 

 

In this section, we show that form-meaning discrepancy is ubiquitous in 

derivational morphology. We present a number of representative examples 

of the various types of discrepancy that have just been defined. In the 

following, DD stands for “derivational deviation” and LD for “lexical 

deviation”. As we will see, these are two independent dimensions, which 

cannot be reduced one to the other. Both DD and LD ranged over four 

values we call deviation values: 1:1 represents canonicity, 1:n denotes over-

marking, n:1 under-marking, and n:n simultaneous over- and under-
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marking. In each example, we adopt the same typographic code: underlined 

sequences correspond to the rule exponent (i.e. expected prefix, suffix or 

compounding element), and strings in boldface to the extra sequences with 

respect to the 1:1 derivational situation. 

 

2.1 Derivational deviations 

 
2.1.1 DD = 1:n 

One-to-many DD is expressed by an extra formal mark on the derivative, 

with respect to its meaning. Typical examples of such over-marking are the 

so-called “parasynthetic derived words”, originally defined in Darmesteter 

(1875: 96-103) (see also Allen 1981; Iacobini 2004; Scalise 1994; Serrano 

Dolader 1995), that can be found in several European languages, and 

especially in Romance ones, cf. (8) and (9). 

 

(8)  En: bacteriaN → antibacterialA 

(9)   It: mareN → sottomarinoA 

   ‘sea’  ‘submarine’ 

In these examples, the derived words are obtained by means of various 

prefixation processes, and an extra suffix mark shows up on each prefixed 

words. In (8), the meaning of the adjective antibacterial is formed on that of 

the noun bacteria, whereas it is formally obtained from the existing 

adjective bacterial. Anti- being the exponent of the prefixation, the final -al 

is clearly an extra mark with no contribution to the meaning of the 

derivative. Similar derived words exist in Italian as in (9) where sottomarino 

‘under the sea’ displays an extra mark -in with respect to the form of its base 

mare. 

 

(10) Fr:  mortN → mortalitéN 
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  ‘dead’  ‘mortality’ 

  nationN → nationalismeN 

  ‘nation’ ‘nationalism’ 

(11) Fr: goutteN → goutteletteN 

  ‘drop’  ‘droplet’ 

 

 

One-to-many deviation also occurs with suffixation processes, as illustrated 

in (10) and (11). In (10), the -al- extra mark is that of an existing adjective. 

As Koehl (2009) points out, the noun mortalité (resp. nationalisme, cf. 

Roché 2011b) is semantically derived from the noun mort (resp. nation) 

since it means ‘rate of dead people’ (resp. ‘ideology that favours the 

nation’), though its stem is the adjective mortel ‘deathly’ (resp. national). 

Example (11) illustrates a variation of this situation (Plénat & Roché, 2004). 

The suffixed noun gouttelette is defined with respect to the noun goutte, 

which surfaces as the stem gouttel. However, unlike (10), gouttel is not a 

nominal stem; it does not correspond to any attested word.  

 

2.1.2 DD = n:1 

Apart from conversion, cf. (4), derivational under-marking occurs when 

parts of the base formal material are not present in the derived word. This is 

typical of word formation process types across languages, as the examples 

in English, French, Italian, and Dutch show: back-formation (12), blending 

(13), and cross-formation (14, 15); (on back- and cross-formation, see e.g. 

Adams 1981; Becker 1993; Nagano 2007; Shimamura 1983; Szymanek 

2005; on blending, see Dressler 2000; Fradin 2000; Warren 1990 among 

others). DD n:1 also concerns derivation from a multi-lexical base, where 

only one part of this basis surfaces in the derivative (16) (Namer 2013).  

 

(12) En: mass-productionN → mass-produceV 
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(13)  biographyN + pictureN → biopicN 

(14) It: communismoN → communistaN 

  ‘communism’ → ‘communist’ 

(15) Nl: VlissingenNPR → vlissingerN
1 

(16) Fr: bombeN atomiqueA → anti-atomiqueA 

  ‘atomic bomb’ → ‘anti-atomic’ 

 

2.1.3 DD = n:n 

Finally, in many-to-many DD, an extra formal mark occurs on both the base 

and the derived word. In (17), the sequence -isme does not show up in anti-

abolitionniste, which in turn includes the supernumerary mark -iste which 

plays no semantic role in the contribution to the meaning of the derivative 

with respect to the base abolitionnisme (Roché 2011a). 

 

(17) Fr: abolitionnismeN → anti-abolitionnisteA 

  ‘abolitionism’ → ‘anti-abolitionist’ 

 

2.2 Lexical deviations 

 

Unlike DD, lexical deviation (LD) is defined within a given relation 

between the input and the output of a WFR. It is characterized by a 

supernumerary base, or, conversely, by too many derived words. LD 

necessarily involves DD: one of the inputs (and/or outputs) in excess is 

either over- or under-marked in terms of DD value.  

 

2.2.1 LD = 1:n 

In lexical one-to-many deviation, several derived words sharing the same 

                                                
1 See (Booij 2002) for an analysis of toponyms, ethnonyms and ethnic adjectives in the 

framework of construction grammars. 
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meaning derive from one unique base my means of the same WFR, as 

illustrated in Table 1. ‘Base’ rows 1 in Table 1 provide four examples of 

WFR inputs numbered from (a) to (d), each of them being the base of two or 

three synonymous derivatives. Each base/derivative is either derivationally 

canonical (rows 1:1) or deviant (rows 1:n, n:1 and n:n). 

Examples (a) and (b) are similar. In (a) two adjective formal variants derive 

from the noun base (Lindsay & Aronoff 2013). One is directly obtained by 

the -ic suffixation. The other one (historical) is marked by the additional 

sequence al. With (b), we can see that there can be more than one extra-

marked derivative. 

In examples (c) and (d), the non-canonical base/derivative relation is either 

a DD n:n (piratage → antipiratable) or a DD n:1 (fraisier → fraisaie). 

Notice also that a deviant output form may take advantage of the 

morphological complexity of its base. The noun fraisier is derived from 

fraise, and the noun of the plantation derived in -aie is either fraiseraie or 

fraisaie (Roché 2011b, 2011c). 

@@ Insert Table 1 here 
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base (a) En: historyN (b) It: monopolioN ‘monopoly’ 

   

1:1 historicA antimonopolioA 

1:n historicalA antimonopolistaA 
antimonopolisticoA 

n:1   

n:n   

 ‘related to history’ ‘against monopoly’ 

base (c) Fr: piratageN 
‘piracy’ 

(d) Fr: (fraiseN ‘strawberry’) → 
fraisierN ‘strawberry plant’ 

   

1:1 antipiratageA fraiseraieN 

1:n   

n:1  fraisaieN 

n:n antipiratableA  

 ‘against piracy’ ‘strawberry plantation’ 

 

Table 1: One-to-many lexical deviations 

 

2.2.2 LD = n:1 

In a both structurally and semantically opposite situation, two or more 

inputs serve as bases for a single, ambiguous, output form. Table 2 

illustrates this systematic construction of polysemous derivatives.  

@@ Insert Table 2 here 
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 (a) (b) 

base institutionN institutionnelA 

‘institutional’ 

mensuelA 

‘monthly’ 

salaireN 

mensuelA 

‘monthly 

salary’ 

     

1:1  institutionnaliserV mensualiserV  

1:n institutionnaliserV    

n:1    mensualiserV 

 ‘put (smb) into an 

institution’ 

‘make (smth) 

become 

institutional’ 

‘make (smth) 

become 

monthly’ 

‘provide 

(smb) with a 

monthly 

salary 

 

Table 2 : Many-to-one lexical deviations  

 

Two sorts of lexical under-marking are illustrated in Table 2.  

In (a), the output verb (institutionnaliser) has two readings, depending on 

the selected base. However the first base stem (institution) blends in with 

the adjective form (institutionnel). The resulting base/derivative mismatch is 

a case of DD 1:n (institution/institutionnaliser). In (b), one of the bases of 

the polysemous verb mensualiser is the AN noun phrase salaireN mensuelA. 

The missing sequence on the derivative is thus the noun salaire. 

 

2.2.3 LD = n:n 

The last sort of lexical deviation can be qualified as a many-to-many 

base/derivative correspondence: a given WFR relates several bases with 

several derivatives. First, in the English example of intra- prefixation in 

(18), each of the two synonymous variants derma and dermis is derived into 

either intradermic or intradermal, which also are synonymous. Both 

adjectives are derivationally over-marked (DD 1:n). 
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(18) 

dermaN  intradermicA 

=  = 

dermisN  intrademalA 

 

In Figure 1, both French bases obèseN and obésitéN derive from the same 

adjective (obèse) and are therefore indirectly related. When based on 

obésité, the derived adjectives are synonymous (anti-obèse = anti-obésité, 

‘against obesity’). However, anti-obèse can also be related to obèseN. 

Therefore it has a second reading: ‘against obese people’. 

Figure 1 involves two DD values: canonicity, as far as obèse/anti-obèse and 

obésité/anti-obésité pairs are concerned, and n:1 for the obésité/anti-obèse 

relation. 

 

@@ Insert Figure 1 here 
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obèseA ‘obese’     

      

 obèseN 

‘obese 

person’ 

 anti-

obèseA 

 ‘against 

obese 

persons’ 

obésitéN 

‘obesity’ 

  anti-

obésitéA 

 ‘against 

obesity’ 

 

Figure 1: Many-to-many lexical deviation  

 

 

3. A unified analysis of deviation 

 

 

The examples in Section 2 show that deviation is wide-spread among 

languages and how it can be seen from a derivational and a lexical point of 

view. Several questions arise from this review: why do languages make use 

of non-canonical derivations and derived words? What role do canonicity 

and discrepancy play in WF? Are canonical derivatives “superior” to 

deviant ones? What mechanisms are involved in the creation of the deviant 

derivatives? 

In this section, we propose a unified analysis of form-meaning deviations in 

WF. It stems from a word-based framework where the objects relevant to 

derivational morphology are the lexemes, the derivations being seen as 

relations between lexemes. In this framework, canonicity and discrepancy 

result from a generalized optimization process that operates at once on all 

the morphological types. The optimization aims at the maximization of the 

efficiency of the speaker-hearer interaction (Section 3.2). It is implemented 

as a set of partially contradictory constraints (Section 3.1) reminiscent of the 
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ones used in the optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993). 

 

 

3.1 Constraints at the WF level 

 

The examples presented in Section 2 show that form and meaning are 

independent components of the lexemes although connected by 

correspondences. Optimization is performed on each component and each 

correspondence. The form of a derivative is optimal if it is the best one 

morpho-phonologically. It is subject to various constraints including the 

well-known dissimilative constraints, illustrated in (10)-(11), where the 

sequence al in mortalité, or el  in gouttelette, prevents the consecution of 

two /t/ in °mortité /mɔʁtite/, and in °gouttette /gutɛt/ cf. (Plénat 2011) or the 

constraints on size that, in French, favor derivatives with bi-syllabic stems. 

These constraints tend to reduce the derivational canonicity as in the French 

example milanaisA ‘Milanese’ → milanissimeA ‘Milanese to an extreme 

degree’ where the final -ais is truncated so that the length of the stem is 

closer to two syllables (Plénat 2009).  

Lexemes are also subject to constraints on the correspondences between 

their components. Constraints on the form-meaning correspondence favor 

the lexemes with a meaning perfectly described by the form (e.g. singer in 

(2)) and strongly contribute to derivational canonicity. On the other hand, 

constraints on correspondence between form and category can be 

detrimental to derivational canonicity. They give preference to the forms 

that look most like forms of derived word of the same part-of-speech 

(Corbin 2001, Hathout 2011). The strategy commonly used to satisfy these 

constraints is to create forms that display an ending typical of derived words 

of that part of speech, most often a suffix. For instance, antiparlementA, 

ending in -ment, looks more like a noun and antiparlementaireA (1a), ending 

in -aire, more like an adjective. The same explanation applies to similar 
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cases of over-marked prefixed words such as (8) and (9). 

A partial conclusion drawn from the four above-mentioned constraints is 

that canonicity and discrepancy are essentially of the same nature. Both 

result from the fulfillment of very similar constraints. The term deviation 

therefore seems rather misleading: deviations are not errors but merely 

means used by the speakers to satisfy these constraints. In 3.2, we focus on 

the relative importance of canonicity and discrepancy in WF and more 

precisely on the balance between the forces that cause them. We propose to 

look at the interplay between these forces from the perspective of the 

interaction between the speaker and the hearer. Both share the same 

objective, namely the success and the efficiency of their interaction and this 

common goal has direct effects on WF. 

 

 

3.2 The speaker-hearer interaction point of view 

 

The speaker-hearer interaction has been the subject of many studies. For 

Zipf (1949), there is a trade-off between two opposing forces: unification 

which causes lexical and derivational deviation and diversification which 

results in canonicity. For Levinson (2000), the balance lies between the 

hearer inferences and the speaker effort. He claims that “inference is cheap, 

articulation expensive and thus the design requirements are for a 

[communication] system that maximizes inferences” and therefore disfavors 

canonicity. More recently, Piantadosi et al. (2012) looked at the same 

question from an information theoretic perspective. They concluded that 

“ambiguity allows efficient linguistic units to be preferentially re-used 

decreasing the overall effort needed to use a linguistic system.” In other 

words, lexical canonicity is expensive and it reduces the efficiency of the 

interaction. Conversely, the reuse of efficient word forms causes lexical 

deviation while the reuse of the efficient word form parts induces 
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derivational deviation. 

The trade-off between the interests of the speaker and the ones of the hearer 

can be spelled out in terms of WF optimization towards canonicity or 

discrepancy. Speakers make use of different strategies in order to achieve 

optimal derivatives. They all are based on the reuse of formal and semantic 

properties. The first is full recycling, that is the association of new meanings 

to existing forms and new forms with existing meanings. Recycling is one 

of the main causes of lexical and derivational deviation. The association of 

new meanings yields to lexical under-marking (see (a) and (b) in Table 2, 

e.g. institutionnaliser, or the polysemous anti-obèse in Figure 1) while that 

of new forms yields to lexical over-marking (see examples in Table 1, e.g.  

historic and historical). Recycling reduces the number of the memorized 

forms and meanings; it preserves lexical regularities and strengthens 

existing series and subseries. 

A second strategy is partial borrowing of (large) chunks from close words. 

The borrowed material is often the stem of the derivative as in 

antiparlementaire (1a) where parlementaire is the form of a close member 

of the family of the base, parlement (see also (8)-(11) or (18)). In other 

cases, borrowing may help a stem obtain an epenthetic consonant as in 

English mangaN → mangakistN (author of manga), which borrows its stem 

from mangaka, the Japanese word for cartonist. Sometimes, derivatives may 

borrow material from non-related words as in Fr: bambouN ‘bamboo’ → 

bamboulesqueA ‘relative to bamboo’. The stem bamboul- is borrowed from 

the unrelated bamboulaN ‘party’ which only happens to have a very similar 

form (Plénat 2011). Borrowing is therefore an alternative to recycling. It 

increases the similarity of the derivatives with the existing forms, that is, 

with forms that have proven their efficiency and their fitness. 

A third strategy is to give preference to the prominent series and subseries in 

order to strengthen the global organization of the lexicon. The words 

inserted in these subseries benefit from the possible interpretative 
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automatisms dedicated to their members. The selection of efficient series 

and subseries enables the reuse of the formal and the semantic features 

which characterize them. For instance, institutionnaliser (Table 2) is 

preferred to institutionniserV because -aliser verbs are a prominent and 

highly productive subseries within the -iser verbs’ series: they are strongly 

connected to other prominent series (X-alité, X-el, X-ellement, etc.) and 

represent a large portion of the including series (21% of the -iser verbs in 

the TLF end in -aliser). 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

 

Three main facts have been explored in this paper: 

1. The manifestations of discrepancy with respect to a situation regarded as 

canonical are numerous; the canonical situation being transparent form-

meaning correspondence. 

2. The effects of discrepancy are either a formal over-marking of the derived 

words or ambiguity with respect to the form and to the semantic content of 

the base. 

3. The range and frequency of discrepancy across languages clearly show 

that these form-meaning deviations never penalize the understanding nor the 

production of the forms. 

Form-meaning mismatches are traditionally accounted for with 

various devices. We have here proposed a unified explanation based on a 

general strategy applied by the speaker: the reuse of efficient units. It is 

implemented by borrowing the stems of derived words from other existing 

forms and by their integration into prominent series. This strategy is guided 

by an aim common to the speaker and the hearer: optimize their interaction 
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by balancing two communicative pressures, clarity and ease. As Piantadosi 

et al. (2012) point out: 

 

a clear communication system is one in which the intended meaning 

can be recovered from the signal with high probability by the hearer. 

An easy communication system is one which signals are efficiently 

produced, communicated and processed by the speaker. (p.281) 

 

 As we have shown, over-marking does not compromise the ease, 

nor does ambiguity alter clarity. 

The production and understanding of canonical and deviant derived 

forms make up a coherent whole. The key to explaining the working of the 

system lies in the clear convergence and the necessary mutual influence 

between two domains generally studied separately: grammar and 

communication. Therefore, further directions of our research will include 

the study of the mechanisms responsible for these interactions. 
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